PWG Web-based Imaging Management Services

Conference Call

Minutes – January 5, 2005

Harry Lewis
1/5/2005

Attendees

- Harry Lewis, IBM
- Ira McDonald, High North
- Jerry Thrasher, Lexmark
- Bill Wagner, NetSilicon
- Peter Zehler, Xerox

General Discussion

Approved minutes from 12/15 conference call.

Imaging Counters Specification

Pete will no longer be able to edit the Counter Specification due to a new work assignment at Xerox. Harry will take over final editing from this point, through Last Call. A STABLE version will be posted for review prior to the Camas f2f. Feedback will be incorporated and the document will enter Last Call shortly following the Camas review.

Schema for counters will be updated on a lagging schedule to accommodate any LC comments which may result in schema changes. Schema will be ready for Last Call by March 1.

Both the Counter specification and schema (and Counter MIB… see below) will target LC completion at the April f2f in Tokyo.

Counter MIB

The Counter MIB will be reviewed in Camas. The MIB will be treated similar to counter schema in that Last Call should begin by March 1 and end in Tokyo.
WIMS Base Schema

Ira developed a complete set of WIMS XML schema. Participants should review these schemas in preparation for discussion in Camas.

WIMS Protocol Specification

The WIMS specification has been fairly stable for a long time (since prototyping). To complete the WIMS spec, we need to add some descriptions of new objects which are not in Semantic Model v1.0. Bill Wagner will post by Friday in time for review at Camas.

We also need to review the 12/12/2005 schema change log for possible naming changes which need to be reflected in the spec.

Relation to other Management Standards Organizations

We re-emphasized that there is related activity occurring in DMTF/OMG/CIM, WS-Management and WSDM. WSDM appears to be for enterprise application and services management yet the MUWS spec cites printers as the primary example. Harry is hosting the next WSDM f2f in Boulder on Jan 19/20 and will attempt to gain some clarification on this.

Next Conference Call

- The next WIMS f2f will be in Camas, WA, Tuesday Jan 11, 2005.
- The next WIMS conference call will be on January 26, 2005

Time: Noon Eastern (9am Pacific)

Call-in US Toll-free: 1-877-874-5524

Call-in International/Toll: 1-712-455-8420

Participant Identification number: 497478